UL listed Power Distribution Blocks

These Power Distribution Blocks are available in 3 sizes: Small, Medium, and Large. A number of different configurations are available within each size. Configurations include 1 to 2 conductor runs in the Medium and Large Block series with up to as many as 12 taps in the large Block series. Each configuration can be ordered in 1, 2, or 3 pole arrangements in addition to an “Adder” version with optional End Barrier that allows infinite number of poles and customizable arrangements. Runs and Taps are range taking and can accommodate up to 600 kcmil within the large Block series. Each Block meets spacing requirements of Industrial Control Panel Standard UL508A.

Features and Benefits

Single or dual run connections allow the user to minimize the number of connections required

Suitable for use with aluminum or copper conductors providing maximum versatility

600V, ALCU Rated; meets or exceeds industry standard requirements

High Short-Circuit Rating up to 100kA with proper fusing

Hinged Covers available for each size separately providing user protection and easy access to connector terminal block.
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